Name of the Tool

AstroNav

Home Page

Logo

URL

http://navsoft.com/astronav.html

Subjects

Navigation – Almanacs
Astronautics - Almanacs

Accessibility

On subscription basis

Language

English

Publisher

NavSoft

Scope and Coverage

AstroNav is an electronic Nautical Almanac that includes a comprehensive
catalogue of stars.
It covers……………….

The common name of over 500 stars are included together with many alternatives.
(Sirius, Dog Star, Al Shira etc.) Over 3,400 stars have Bayer and/ or Flamsteed
designations. Henry Draper, Hipparcos, GCVS and Tycho designations are also
available. Any of these can be used to find a star.

Kind of Information

AstroNav is divided into several categories as mentioned into scope & coverage
area.
The Almanac screen can be used to produce conventional Nautical
Almanac pages for any date between 9999 BC to 9999 AD. These can be used as
backup or reference. Part of the comprehensive coverage of AstroNav is its ability
to produce conventional Nautical Almanac pages for any year. These can be printed
to provide a primary reference source or as backup. Calculations can be followed
through from conventional Almanac entries (or even scientific sources,) to a final,
best position from the resulting position lines.

AltAz provides Sextant, Observed or True Altitudes together with
True and/ or Magnetic bearings. These are always based on the position method
chosen. (Fixed, by track or using a voyage plan. It can also be used to list stars
around a point in the sky. Sight planning using AstroNav allows the information to
be tailored. The 270 stars of equivalent brightness to the standard “Selected Stars,”
can be included and/ or the list can be simplified by excluding stars less than 10° in
altitude. The list can even be sorted by any of the columns for quick identification of
stars of interest.

Information about Moon Phases and Eclipses is also
available between 9999 BC and 9999 AD. The areas affected by a Solar Eclipses can
then be stepped through in one minute intervals. A plan view showing the passage of
the shadow is also available.

Multiple Sights can be calculated and plotted while allowing for interim track
changes. The selection offered is filtered by altitude, azimuth and magnitude limits.
Ambiguous sights are immediately apparent as is the quality of the resulting
position.

Celestial data has other applications thus the Twilight screen will calculate the times
of Sunrise, Sunset and twilights for a month or voyage. Similarly data for the Sun,
Moon and planets can be viewed over a period using the Solar Bodies Screen.

The position(s) used to generate data can be fixed, by course/ speed or using a
Voyage plan. The Dead Reckoning (DR) position offers an independent check on a
vessel’s position. The Voyage Plan is effectively a navigation spreadsheet. Way
points can be entered directly or calculated by course and distance from a previous
way point. The columns available allow the information to be varied for different
types of voyage.

Special Features
 It can be downloaded in pdf format.

 Some historical events are presented with links. Such as…..
The death of Jesus.
 The tutorials are intended to compliment and expand on the AstroNav
Manual.
Arrangement Pattern

Information is arranged category wise.

Information in PDF is arranged year wise.

Remarks
The latest version of AstroNav is v1.7 dated 7th December 2012. Users can easily
download the latest version.
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